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IntroductionWe appreciate our vendorsSome of the problems we will describe are problems we encounter with certain individuals or specific companiesBut some of the problems we will describe are problems of scale—the individual behavior is fine, but multiplied by dozens or hundreds causes a problem.This presentation explains how we changed our mindset and what actions we took to deal with vendor related problems while keeping an open and honest dialog with those vendors and discuss some of the outcomes.



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH TEXAS (UNT) LIBRARIES
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Public university in North TexasApproximately 38,000 studentsMore than 50 Librarians and 90 staff membersAcquisitions and ER management handled by our centralized Collection Development department. We do not have individual pots of money for each subject.



THE CHANGING ENVIRONMENT

• Increasing demand for electronic

• Across library types

• Budget restrictions

• Seeing slight increases, but still                                                                                 not at 
pre-recession levels

Source: Buissinne, S. (2017, October 8). [C-Clamp holding coins over calculator]. 
Retrieved from https://pixabay.com/en/savings-budget-investment-money-
2789092/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As most of you noticed, the poll question was difficult to answer because all of these things are changing.  *All of you seemed to think ____________________ was the biggest concern for Collection Development Librarians. To understand the changes that we needed to make and the reason for our changes in mindset you first need to understand the changing library landscape and the implications for librarians. Most of you are acutely aware of these so we will briefly review them.The first two changes are well-known and understood by librarians, but bear emphasis because of how they interact with the other factors in this changing environment. 

https://pixabay.com/en/savings-budget-investment-money-2789092/


THE CHANGING ENVIRONMENT 

• Increasingly complex content

• New acquisitions processes

• Vendor consolidation
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New content beyond books and journals – language learning software, data and statistical packages, information literacy learning resources, etc.New processes to acquire content – PDA, DDA, EBA, PPV, tokens, etc.Consolidation – vendors are buying each other very quickly and merging making it difficult for librarians to keep track of them as well as regular difficult transitions. We have to keep track of what is offered, by whom, and how



THE CHANGING ENVIRONMENT
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Only showing selected acquisitions/mergers since 2008To illustrate just how complex it can be – Baker & Taylor acquired Bridgeall Libraries and Blackwell Book Services, North America before being purchased by Follet- all within a 10 year span



RELATIONSHIPS—THE END OR THE MEANS?
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Source: Amtec Staffing. (2017 November 9). [Hand Shake – Man and Woman]. 
Retrieved from http://bit.ly/2BsfYxa. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The changing environment results in a lot of pressure on everyone: on librarians, on the collection, on vendors and sales reps, and on the economics of library sales. Librarians who are new to interacting with vendors may want advice about how best to go about this sometimes-intimidating part of librarianship. Bad news—there is a bewildering amount of advice, lots of it conflicting.In reading books and articles, and in talking to experienced librarians, we’ve noticed that experts consistently identify as important the practice of establishing and maintaining a relationship with the vendor—but what exactly does that mean, and why is it important? Ask yourself: What kind of relationship do you want with your vendors? What kind of relationship will benefit your library most? What kind of relationship do you need in order to do your job well? Hint: you should establish a relationship that helps you meet your goals. Be aware that the most fundamental, important aspect of your vendor relationships is: it’s a business relationship based on financial transactions—which means the stakes are high for the library and its patrons. While thinking of vendors as “partners” or “colleagues” can be useful in many cases, it’s wise to keep the financial underpinnings in mind as you move forward.

http://bit.ly/2BsfYxa


RELATIONSHIPS—THE END OR THE MEANS?
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Source: James Wheeler. (2012 August 1). [Along Kicking Horse Pass]. Retrieved 
from http://bit.ly/2CjNIJP.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We suggest reexamining the objective of the vendor-library relationship.Contrary to some advice we’ve seen, “maintaining the relationship” should not be the end goal, but rather a means to an end. Maintaining a positive working relationship with vendors can sometimes be tough. What’s the end goal of putting in all the effort to make sure your relationship stays positive? The answer is, like everything in libraries, the end goal is to benefit the patron! Rather than “maintaining a positive relationship,” the end goals should be “increase access,” “make effective decisions,” “improve usability,” or “make efficient use of funds”…for your patrons!With examples like these, it’s easy to keep the patron in mind. Sometimes it can be more difficult to see how your work with vendors benefits the patrons. Two examples: Example #1: When we think about efficient use of funding, we keep in mind that ultimately we are accountable to the patron for how we spend our funding. At UNT, students pay library fees that make up much of the materials budget. We feel motivated to create the best, most accessible collection we can to serve their needs--that means using their funding wisely in the first place.Example #2: The same idea applies when we insist on good customer service from the vendor. Inefficient customer service requires us to spend university resources solving problems rather than focusing on our patrons.At UNT, we reexamined the objective of our vendor relationships. We see our role as that of a collaborative client who is advocating on behalf of our patrons. We work to maintain the vendor relationship, but in service to the patron’s needs, and we also push to make sure the patrons have what they need.

http://bit.ly/2CjNIJP


RELATIONSHIPS—THE END OR THE MEANS?
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Source: Funk Dooby. (2017 May 14). [Fight]. 
Retrieved from http://bit.ly/2o5CF1N. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many times, the goals of librarians and the vendors coincide to create an awesome user experience for the patron. When that happens, it’s wonderful!But, librarians should acknowledge that they will inevitably experience conflict with vendors at some point as they negotiate for the best possible deals on behalf of the library and its patrons.We have seen articles calling for greater understanding and collaboration between vendors and librarians. Certainly we agree that there should be a baseline of collegiality and professional respect! However, understanding and collaboration  should not prevent librarians from advocating—firmly—for the needs of their patrons.A couple of specific examples we have noticed described in the literature and have experienced ourselves:Example #1: Some vendors have difficulty providing consistently timely and accurate invoicing. This has been explained by a known problem: some vendors’ fulfillment software is not designed to provide this function. I can certainly understand this, and we can collaborate to overcome the problem. However, in the end, providing on-time and accurate billing is a core function of a business relationship. As librarians, we should not hesitate to insist on timely and accurate invoicing, even if we understand why the problem exists.Example #2: No matter how wonderful a product seems, librarians must evaluate the resource against local needs. Criteria upon which we might judge a product include: cost, uniqueness, relevance, compatibility, license terms, accessibility, inflation rates, product reviews, associated services and products, anticipated usage, feedback from a trial. Commit to buying appropriate, functional, relevant products, even though you might feel pressure from the salesperson based on product quality or other selling points. Again, we can understand the motivations of the salesperson, while still working toward our own goals.

http://bit.ly/2o5CF1N


RELATIONSHIPS—THE END OR THE MEANS?

“An inherent tension exists with libraries serving in a service model and as a 
customer to vendors, while vendors have expectations from the corporate 
environment, which may be foreign to the academic library world.”

Ostergaard, Kirsten and Doralyn Rossmann. 2017. "There's 
Work to be done: Exploring Library–Vendor Relations." 
Technical Services Quarterly 34 (1): 13-33. 
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Here is an interesting observation from one of the articles we consulted, from Kirsten Ostergaard and Doralyn Rossman, who have written a couple of good articles on the topic of vendor relations. “An inherent tension exists with libraries serving in a service model and as a customer to vendors, while vendors have expectations from the corporate environment, which may be foreign to the academic library world.” We do well to acknowledge that each party is coming to the relationship with different motivations. We think that by acknowledging this difference, we can make faster progress toward better serving the patrons.When we have settled in our own minds how we need the relationship to be, and how the relationship furthers our goals, we are able to move along to specifics, like negotiating to ensure our patrons are getting the best possible collection for their money.



POLL QUESTION #2
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Whether you have dealt with vendors or if you can only imagine what it would be like take a minute to respond to our poll questionWith our change in mindset we saw that negotiations are essential, but not always easy. 



NEGOTIATING FOR LIBRARIANS 

• Be prepared

• Stand firm

• Be patient

Source: 825545. (2015, April 27). [Belgian Malinois balancing 
ball]. Retrieved from https://pixabay.com/en/malinois-belgian-
shepherd-dog-leaves-741416/
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Presentation Notes
We want to be clear when we say "negotiating"  - Negations are not an “I’m gonna getcha” situation – look for a win-win solutionTo be successful at negotiations we found these tips to be helpfulBe prepared: know what you want, how much you can pay for it, and who you are negotiating with – do your research on them and their company; you should know they are doing research on youStand firm: since you know what you want and how much you can pay for it you are able to stick to it better; this does not mean being rude or aggressive, but simply being firm and confident in your preparationsBe patient: don’t feel the need to fill the silences – this is true whether in in-person meetings or via email

https://pixabay.com/en/malinois-belgian-shepherd-dog-leaves-741416/


NEGOTIATING FOR LIBRARIANS

• Learn and document

• Provide feedback

Source: Conway, N. (2011, April 16). Research [Digital image]. Retrieved from 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/neilconway/5625707813
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Presentation Notes
Document EVERYTHING – this also means get everything in writing even if you have the best relationship in the world with the vendor. You never know when someone is going to leave a company or position or win the lottery!In verbal negotiations it can be helpful to have two people present: one to negotiate, and one to record the information. Provide honest feedback so vendors can improve their products or processes. This is both positive and negative feedback and let them know when you make a decision and why you made that decision – it could change things. We have seen very positive reactions with doing this from our vendors and some have even made changesYou know what we have done, but what might you expect from the vendors? When negotiating or dealing with vendors you may see certain common behaviors or tactics. We are going to look at some of the more common tactics and best practices for handling them. Many of these we have experienced firsthand or heard about from colleagues 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/neilconway/5625707813


RESPONSES TO HIGH PRESSURE TACTICS

False/Padded 
Concessions

Concede 
slowly and not 

too often

Record all 
concessions 
from either 

side

Stalling
Check in 

regularly and 
often

Bring in others 
to move things 

along

Snow Job
Ask as many 
questions as 

you need
Take notes

Cross Timbers Library Collaborative, August 10, 2018
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Presentation Notes
False or padded concession – when a negotiator portrays something as being a concession when it is not actually; typically used to make the other negotiator make concession of their own without actually giving anything up**Stalling – manipulating the timeline to force the other party to make concessions in order to meet their deadline. Bringing others in to move things along could mean your boss (a weighted title) or their boss (alert them to a situation). We have seen success with both of these. Snow job – providing excess information, usually about irrelevant topics; talking about a different product, past purchases, different scenarios, etc. in order to confuse you and get you to purchase unnecessary items



RESPONSES TO HIGH PRESSURE TACTICS

Aggressive 
Behavior

Ask for a pause or 
break

Shut down 
communications if 

too aggressive

Chicken/ 
Ultimatums

Reword the request 
and repeat back

Ask for a little 
more time

Lowball/ 
Highball

Ask for a 
reasonable offer 

without a 
counteroffer

Share your 
understanding of 
market value or 
what others have 

paid

Cross Timbers Library Collaborative, August 10, 2018
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**Aggressive behavior – aggressive or overly assertive tone is used while continuously asking for concessions. In addition to asking for a pause or shutting down communications you can ask for a new representative especially if it becomes a pattern. We have done this successfully and have seen major improvements. Chicken or Ultimatums – an aggressive or large bluff to force concessions; often associated with a short period of time to make a decisionLowball/Highball – starting with an extreme offer to skew the future potential settlement



SETTING HEALTHY GOALS & BOUNDARIES
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Source: gabrielle_cc. [business-3070472_960_720]. 
Retrieved from http://bit.ly/2HbSHQA. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All this sounds like a lot of work, right? It is! Evaluating, negotiating, maintaining the relationship, researching new products, investigating user needs…the work of an Electronic Resources librarian is endless. Our goal is to focus on making the most of our limited time. How do we do all these things (and do them well!)? A useful term to consider: bandwidth. How much time do you have for this activity? (Ostergaard and Rossmann, "Vendor Relations Strategies," 14.) Bandwidth is a consumable resource, just like your funding.Individual vendor interactions can become a problem when they grow in scale and intensity—even positive individual behaviors or interactions, multiplied by dozens or hundreds, can cause a problem. At UNT, we do business with several hundred vendors; some of the larger companies employ several representatives to work with us on varying products.  Some vendors seem to want librarians’ frequent attention; we have seen this variously attributed to the need for feedback, a monthly quota for sales contacts, or a harsh sales environment increasing the pressure on sales reps. We can understand these pressures! However, since our focus is on the patron, we must be wise time managers. Key question: How can librarians get what we need out of relationships with vendors without becoming overwhelmed? We set boundaries to manage our own workloads and sustain the productivity of all vendor relationships.

http://bit.ly/2HbSHQA


SETTING HEALTHY GOALS & BOUNDARIES

Guidelines

• Interest

• Check-ins 

• Informational need

• Trainings 

• Agendas

• Email vs. Phone

• Sale notifications

Cross Timbers Library Collaborative, August 10, 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, next we’ll present some strategies for setting effective, yet collegial, boundaries we use with vendors. Many of these are things we’ve successfully implemented at UNT. Every librarian should consider how to thoughtfully implement boundaries—before you become stressed out! We don’t participate in activities (meetings, webinars, sales pitches) unless we are interested in doing so. This saves the time of both us and the vendor.Generally, we want a once-per-year check-in meeting with our major vendors, with other meetings as needed to handle specific purchases or problems.We like offers to come sell or demo new products…if we’re interested in the product and it works with our schedules. There must be an informational need for a meeting. For example, a webinar, visit, or phone call should not be required to obtain a price quote.We politely but firmly decline calls and visits about products we are not interested in. We encourage vendors to bring tutorials and conduct training webinars for librarians and patrons, but they must be coordinated through a UNT librarian to ensure that timing is appropriate and all interested parties are invited.All meetings are scheduled well in advance, with an agenda and a strict time limit. Everyone is aware of what will be discussed and can prepare appropriately. Email communications are required for effective documentation and project management. Phone calls are used only in urgent situations and are followed up with email documentation. In order to facilitate this guideline, we removed phone numbers from our email signatures and screen calls using caller ID and voicemail.Although we appreciate being notified of deals and sales, as librarians we are capable of investigating products on our own and do not require advertisements to create awareness of the available universe of products. Therefore we don’t feel obligated to carefully examine and respond to every offer (we each get 10 – 30 per day!)



SETTING HEALTHY GOALS & BOUNDARIES
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Source: NeuPaddy. [zen-2040340_960_720]. 
Retrieved from http://bit.ly/2AO6l89. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Setting these boundaries can be kind of difficult. How do we make sure we stay collegial? We have three ways to think about staying collegial:1. ToneWe commit to using a collaborative, collegial tone--always.We adopted an attitude of persistent inquisitiveness; we ask politely but firmly for more information until all of our informational needs are met.2. WhatWe proactively provide useful context for the vendor, like changes that have occurred in our operations, new collection initiatives, general budget predictions, etc. However, we get to decide what is useful, sharable information.We provide both constructive and positive feedback. Almost all vendors find both types useful!3. Who To avoid duplication of work, we have designated a single person—the Electronic Resources Librarian (ERL)—to be the gatekeeper for all vendor visits and demonstrations. Caution: this is a workload burden on the gatekeeper. This role should be acknowledged and appreciated. The rest of the team is committed to being communicative about vendor interactions.In asking to faculty and librarians to involve Collection Development in vendor interactions, we have successfully framed our requests as a way to save them time and prevent mistakes.

http://bit.ly/2AO6l89


RESULTS
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Source: PublicDomainPictures [connect-20333_960_720 (1)]. 
Retrieved from http://bit.ly/29JPo6h. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ResultsUNT library personnel have felt more empowered to ensure our own time is spent wisely, in support of the patron, library operations, and the collection itself. Because we confidently negotiate, both parties seem more comfortable with conversations around pricing and terms.Our acquisitions continue to be thoroughly vetted and the terms of purchase the best possible.With few exceptions, vendors seem satisfied with the boundaries we have established and adhere to our preferred communication methods. In fact, we had a very positive response to this talk at ER&L from several vendors!Our methodical approach, particularly requiring email for most interactions, has prevented many problems and misunderstandings—something which both parties appreciate. The time we can devote to face-to-face meetings with vendors is more focused and is spent on mutually beneficial discussions. The long-term sustainability of our more structured interactions has benefitted both us and the vendors.ConclusionThe burden of building an excellent collection which serves the needs of the patrons ultimately rests on the shoulders of librarians, not the vendors. It’s up to us, and we can do it!How?Being aware of the library business environment, setting good goals, negotiating wisely, and establishing boundaries.All of this enables us to best serve the patrons. Navigating the tension between budgetary concerns, usability, licensing terms, and vendor demands is difficult. However, our libraries—and patrons—will benefit when we can acknowledge the challenges and recognize the unique type of relationships we have with vendors, and adapt accordingly.

http://bit.ly/29JPo6h


Q&A

Allyson Rodriguez

Coordinator of Electronic Resources, UNT 
Libraries

Allyson.Rodriguez@unt.edu

Laurel Sammonds Crawford

Head of Collection Development, UNT Libraries

Laurel.Crawford@unt.edu

Sample documents from UNT Libraries:

• Electronic Resources Evaluation Rubric 

• Contracts checklist 

• Vendor Manifesto —new!

• Look for our forthcoming chapter on this topic 
in Technical Services: Adapting to the Changing 
Environment, Purdue University Press, Spring 
2019.
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Presentation Notes
Discussion question ideasLibrarians: what motivates the vendor representative is somewhat of a black box. What do you think motivates them?What’s one word that describes your relationship with the “other side”?What kind of relationship do you want with your vendors? What kind of relationship will benefit your library most? What kind of relationship do you need in order to do your job well? 

mailto:Allyson.Rodriguez@unt.edu
mailto:Laurel.Crawford@unt.edu
https://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc1114873/
https://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc1114893/
https://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc1114882/
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